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Abstract
The preparation of the stationary distribution of irreducible, time-reversibleMarkov chains (MCs) is
a fundamental building block inmany heuristic approaches to algorithmically hard problems. It has
been conjectured that quantum analogs of classicalmixing processesmay offer a generic quadratic
speed-up in realizing such stationary distributions. Such a speed-upwould also imply a speed-up of a
broad family of heuristic algorithms.However, a true quadratic speed up has thus far only been
demonstrated for special classes ofMCs. These results often presuppose a regular structure of the
underlying graph of theMC, and also a regularity in the transition probabilities. In this work, we
demonstrate a true quadratic speed-up for a class ofMCswhere the restriction is only on the formof
the stationary distribution, rather than directly on theMC structure itself. In particular, we show
efficientmixing can be achievedwhen it is knownbeforehand that the distribution ismonotonically
decreasing relative to a known order on the state space. Following this, we show that our approach
extends to awider class of distributions, where only a fraction of the shape of the distribution is known
to bemonotonic. Our approach is built on the Szegedy-type quantization of transition operators.
1. Introduction
Quantumwalks have, amongst other reasons, been long investigated for their capacity to speed upmixing
processes—that is, speeding up the task of preparing stationary distributions of a givenMarkov chain (MC).
Efficientmixing is amuch coveted property in the contextMarkovChainMonte Carlo (MCMC) approaches to
many algorithmicmethods for hard combinatorial problems and problems arising in statistical physics [1]. In
the case of time-reversibleMCs it is well-known that the bound onmixing times is tight relative to the spectral
gap δ of theMC—both the lower and the upper bounds on the (approximate)mixing times are proportional to
1 ,δ whereas other quantities (e.g. the allowed error of the approximation) appear only as logarithmic factors.
Improvements in attaining target distributions then, in the classical case, always stem fromadditional
constructions: e.g. by utilizing sequences of slowly evolvingMCs in simulated annealing, or by using alternative
MCswhichmix faster toward the same distribution (e.g. graph lifting [2]). Annealing approaches, which utilize
sequences ofMCs, instead of just the final sequence, have also been explored in a quantum setting, where speed-
ups relative to classical simulated annealing have been reported [3, 4].However, the approaches based on
annealing are not proven to help generically, and their utility is established, essentially, on a case-by-case basis.
Nonetheless, evenwithout resorting to additional structures it is possible that here quantummechanicsmay
help generically. By employing quantum analogs of transition operators ofMCs, speed-ups ofmixing times
already been proven [5, 6] in the cases where the underlying transition graph corresponds to periodic lattices and
the torus. In theseworks, the quantumoperator employedwasU D texp( i ),t P= − whereDP is the discriminant
operator of the (time-reversible) transition operator P, which is equal toP itself in the cases when the stationary
distribution ofP is uniform. The exact definition ofDPwill be given later. These results contribute towards a
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working conjecture that quantum transition operatorsmay offer a generic quadratic speed-up inmixing
times [5].
Alternative approaches to quantummixing, based on the Szegedy quantum transition operator, have been
already proposed by Richter4, based on observations byChilds [5, 7]. In particular, it has been observed that so-
called hitting algorithms, which attempt tofind a particular element in the state space, by starting from the
stationary distribution of aMC, and using the transition operator,may be run in reverse to realize amixing
algorithm.However, to our knowledge, these approaches were not pursued further due to their inefficiency. In
such an approach, themixing time has a prohibitive dependence on the probabilities occurring in the stationary
distribution, which lead to an additional lower bound dependence of N( )Ω on the state space sizeN.
Nonetheless, Szegedywalk operators have been successfully employed in other contexts,mostly relying on
decreasing so-called hitting times of randomwalks [8–11]. For a recent review on quantumwalks see e.g. [12].
In this workwe re-evaluate the approach based on the Szegedy quantum transition operator (as outlined by
Richter in [5]), and showhow the lower bound state-space-size dependence of N( )Ω can be exponentially
improved toO N(log ( ))3 2 in the case when additional knowledge is available on the shape of the stationary
distribution. The outline of the paper is as follows: in section 2we give the preliminaries and set up the notation.
Following this, in section 3we explain themain result for a special case ofmonotonically decaying distributions.
In section 4we explainwhen and how the result can be extended to amuchwider class of distributions, elaborate
why similar techniques cannot be useful in classicalmixing problems, and also prove the optimality of our
approach.We finish off in section 5with a brief discussion.
2. Preliminaries
Webegin by a brief recap of the basic concepts and results in discrete-time, time-homogeneousMC theory. A
discrete-time, time-homogeneousMC is characterized by a transitionmatrix (operator)Pwhich acts on a state
space SwithN states. In this workwewill represent the transition operators Pmatrices as left-stochastic
matrices, that is, amatrices with non-negative, real entries with columns summing to one.With this convention,
the transitionmatrices act on (column) probability vectors from the left, and the entry Pji denotes the probability
of the transition from the state i to the state j.We note that inMC literature, the transition operators are also
often represented as right-stochasticmatrices, acting on row-vectors from the right.We have opted for the left-
stochastic convention as in quantummechanics, by convention, operators act on state vectors from the left.
The transitionmatrix P, togetherwith an initial distribution, fully specifies aMCandwewill often refer toP
as the transitionmatrix and theMC, interchangeably. IfP is irreducible (that is,P is an adjacencymatrix of a
strongly connected graph) and aperiodic (the greatest commondivisor of the periods of all states is 1), then there
exists a unique stationary distribution ,π such that P .π π= Wewill represent distributions as a non-negative
column vector ( ) ,i i
N
1π π= = i 0π ∈ + , such that 1.i i∑ π = Irreducible and aperiodicMCsmix: a sequential
application ofP onto any initial state in the limit yields the stationary distribution.More precisely, it holds that
Plim ,t tσ π=→∞ for all initial distributions .σ This property is sometimes referred to as the fundamental theorem
ofMCs.
In this workwewill focus on time-reversible, irreducible and aperiodicMCs. AMCPwith a stationary
distribution π is said to be time-reversible if it satisfies detailed balance:
P P i j, , . (1)i ji j ijπ π= ∀
More generally, for an irreducible, aperiodicMC P, over the state space of sizeNwith a stationary distribution π,
we define the time-reversedMCP* with P M P M* ( ) ( ) ,T 1π π= − whereM(π) is the diagonalmatrix5
M( ) diag( , , )N1π π π= … . Then,P is time-reversible if P P*.= The discriminantmatrixDP is defined as
D M P M( ) ( ) ,P T1 2 1 2π π= − and it can be shown that it is always symmetric for time-reversibleMCs. Since a
time-reversible transitionmatrix P is similar to a symmetricmatrix, its eigenvalues are real, and also by the
Perron–Frobenius theorem they are less or equal to 1 in absolute value (value 1 being reserved for the stationary
distributionwhich is also the +1 eigenvector).
If 2λ denotes the second largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) then 1 2δ λ= − ∣ ∣ is called the spectral gap of
theMCP.
4
The approach to quantummixing presented herewas developed before the authors were aware of the observation by Richter, and
independently from [5].However, in later stages of literature review it became apparent the basic idea behind this approachwas already
described inRichter’s paper, effectively as a side-note in the preliminaries section.
5
The inverse ofD always exists, as stationary distributions of irreducible aperiodicMCs have non-zero support over the entire state space.
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Next, themixing time ( ),τ ϵ within error ϵ, for P is defined as:
{ }t D P( ) min ( , ) , , (2)tτ ϵ σ π ϵ σ= ⩽ ∀
where D ( , )π σ denotes the total variation distance on distributions ,π σ : D ( , ) 1 2
j j j
∑π σ π σ= ∣ − ∣, or,more
generally, the trace distance of the densitymatrices ˆ, ˆπ σ : D Tr( ˆ, ˆ) 1 2 [ ˆ ˆ ]π σ π σ= ∣ − ∣ .
Themixing time (for theMC P, with a stationary distribution π) has a tight bound, in the time-reversible
case, proven byAldous in [13], butwhichwe present in amore detailed formderived from [14]:
1
log
1
2
( )
1
log
1
log
1
(3)2
min
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟λ δ ϵ τ ϵ δ π ϵ⩽ ⩽ +
for mini iminπ π= .
Formore details onMCs, we refer the reader to [15].
Next, we present the basic elements of Szegedy-style approaches to quantumwalks. Part of the presentation
follows the approach given in [9].
Szegedy-style quantumwalks can be viewed as walks over a bipartite graph, realized by duplicating the
graph of the originalMC, specified by the transitionmatrixP. The basic building block is a diffusion operatorUP
which acts on two quantum registers ofN states and satisfies
U i i P j0 . (4)P
j
jiI II I II∑=
The criterion above does not uniquely specify a diffusion operator but any operator satisfying the equation above
will serve our purpose.
It is easy to see thatUP establishes awalk step from the first copy of the original graph to the second. The
operatorU ,P and its adjoint are then used to construct the following operator:
A U Z Uref( ) ( ) , (5)P PI II
†= ⊗
where Z 2 0 0= ∣ 〉〈 ∣ −  reflects about the state 0∣ 〉. The operator ref(A) is a reflection about the subspace
A U ispan({ 0 } ),P i= ∣ 〉∣ 〉 and is independent of the choice of diffusion operator satisfying equation (4). A second
reflection is established by defining a second diffusion operator, realizing awalk step from the second copy of the
graph back to thefirst:V SWAP U SWAP .P PI,II I,II= Fromhere, we proceed analogously as in the case for the setA,
to generate the operator ref(B), reflecting over B V jspan({ 0 } )P j= ∣ 〉∣ 〉 . The Szegedywalk operator is then
defined asW P B A( ) ref( )ref( )= . In [8, 9] it was shown that the operatorW(P) and P are closely related, in
particular in the case P is time-reversible, whichwe clarify next.
Given a distribution ,π we call the state6 i
i
N
i0
1
1∑π π∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉=
−
+ the coherent encoding of the distribution π.
For us it is convenient to define a one-step diffused version of the encoding above, specific to a particularMarkov
chain: U 0P I IIπ π∣ ′〉 = ∣ 〉 ⊗ ∣ 〉 , whereUP is the Szegedy diffusion operator. It is easy to see that π∣ 〉 and π∣ ′〉 are
trivially related via the diffusionmap (more precisely, the isometry U 0Pπ π∣ 〉 → ∣ 〉 ⊗ ∣ 〉) andmoreover that the
computationalmeasurement of the first register of π∣ ′〉 also recovers the distribution π. In slight abuse of
terminology, we shall refer to both encodings as the coherent encoding of the distribution ,π and denote them
both ,π∣ 〉 where the particular encodingwill be clear from context. Next, we clarify the relationship between the
classical transition operatorP and the Szegedywalk operatorW P( ). Let π be the stationary distribution ofP so
Pπ π= . Then the coherent encoding of the stationary distribution π ofP, givenwith U i 0 ,P i i∑π π∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉∣ 〉
is also a + 1 eigenstate ofW(P), soW P( ) π π∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉.Moreover, on the subspace A B+ , so-called busy subspace, it
is the unique+1 eigenstate. On the orthogonal complement of the busy subspace,W(P) acts as the identity.
Moreover, the spectrumof P andW(P) is intimately related, and in particular the spectral gap δ is quadratically
smaller than the phase gap
{ }W Pmin 2 : e ( ( )), 0 , (6)iΔ θ σ θ= ∈ =θ
where θ denote the arguments of the eigenvalues, i.e. eigenphases, ofW(P). In other words, we have that
O1 (1 ).Δ δ∈ This relationship is at the very basis of all speedups stemming from employing the Szegedy
quantumwalk operator.We refer the reader to [8, 9] for further details on Szegedy-style quantumwalks.
A useful central tool in the theory quantumwalks employing the Szegedywalk operator is the so-called
approximate reflection operator ARO P( ) 2 π π≈ ∣ 〉〈 ∣ − , which approximately reflects over the state π∣ 〉. The
basic idea for the construction is as follows: By applying Kitaev’s phase detection algorithmonW(P) (with
precisionO (log( ))Δ ), applying a phase flip to all states with phase different from zero, and by undoing the phase
6
Since the labels of the states also denote the rows and columns of the transitionmatrix, it is customary to start the enumeration from 1. In
the quantum case the first state is usually denotedwith a zero: 0∣ 〉. For this reason, we shift the indices of iπ by 1 tomaintain consistency.
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detection algorithm,we obtain an arbitrary good approximation of the reflection operator
R P( ) 2 π π= ∣ 〉〈 ∣ − , for any state within A B+ . The errors of the approximation can again be efficiently
suppressed by iteration (by the same arguments as for the π∣ 〉measurement) [9], so the cost of the ARO is in
O O˜(1 ) ˜(1 ).Δ δ=
Thus, the second gadget in our toolbox is the operator PARO( ),which approximates a perfect reflectionR
(P) on A B+ , while incurring a cost of O˜(1 )δ calls to thewalk operatorW(P).
TheARO(P), alongwith the capacity toflip the phase of a chosen subset of the computational basis elements,
suffices for the implementation of an amplitude amplification [16] algorithmwhich allows us tofind the chosen
elements. To illustrate this, assumewe are given the state ,π∣ 〉 the (ideal) reflectionwith a transitionmatrix
R P( ), and assumewe are interested infinding some set of elements M N{1, , }⊆ … . The subsetM is typically
specified by an oracular access to a phaseflip operator defined Z i iwith 2M i S∑= − ∣ 〉〈 ∣∈ . The element
searching then reduces to iterated applications of Z R P( )M (which can be understood as a generalizedGrover
iteration,more precisely amplitude amplification) onto the initial state .π∣ 〉 Let π˜ denote the conditional
probability distribution obtained by post-selecting on elements being inM from ,π so
i M
˜
, if ,
0, otherwise,
(7)
i⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
π
π
ϵ=
∈
with .
j M j
∑ϵ π= ∈ Let U i˜ ˜ 0P i i∑π π∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉∣ 〉denote the coherent encoding of ˜.π Note that the
measurement of thefirst register of π˜∣ 〉outputs an element inMwith probability 1. Thus successfully preparing
this state implies that we have found a desired element fromM.
As it was shown in [9], applications ofZM, andR(P)maintain the register state in the two-dimensional
subspace span({ , ˜ }),π π∣ 〉 ∣ 〉 andmoreover, using O˜(1 )ϵ applications of the two reflections will suffice to
produce a state span{ , ˜ },ψ π π∣ 〉 ∈ ∣ 〉 ∣ 〉 such that ˜ 2ψ π∣〈 ∣ 〉∣ is a large constant (say above 1/4).Measuring the first
register of such a state will result in an element inMwith a constant probability, whichmeans that by iterating
this process k times ensures an element inM is foundwith an exponentially increasing probability in k. However,
since the state ψ∣ 〉 is also in span{ , ˜ },π π∣ 〉 ∣ 〉 it is easy to see that themeasured state, conditional on being in M,
will also be distributed according to π˜ . This observationwas used in [17], and also in [10] to produce an element
sampled from the truncated stationary distribution ˜,π in timeO O˜(1 ) ˜(1 )ϵ δ× where the δ term stems
from the cost of generating the ARO(P), and O˜(1 )δ corresponds to the number of iterations which have to be
applied. This is a quadratic improvement relative to using classicalmixing, and position checking processes
whichwould result in the same distribution.
However, the same process can be used in reverse to generate the state π∣ 〉 starting from some fixed basis state
i U i 0P∣ ′〉 = ∣ 〉∣ 〉with costO O˜(1 ) ˜(1 )iδ π× . The resulting state of the reverse process is constantly close to
the state ,π∣ 〉 which is our target state. This basic ideawas already observed in [5] by Richter, however, at first
glance it seems prohibitive as the resultingmixing time is proportional to O˜(1 )iπ . If no assumptions aremade
on the stationary distribution, this dependency is lower bounded byO N˜(1 ), as the smallest probability in a
distribution is upper bounded by N1 .
For this work, we point out that the preparation process, starting from an initial basis state is trivially
generalized: if ψ∣ 〉 is any initial state, andwe have the capacity to reflect over it, we can reach a state close to the
target state ,π∣ 〉 with an overall costO O F˜(1 ) (1 ( , ) )δ ψ π× ∣ 〉 ∣ 〉 , where F ( , ) 2ψ π ψ π∣ 〉 ∣ 〉 = ∣〈 ∣ 〉∣ is the
standard fidelity. This followswhen realizing that the search/unsearch algorithms are in fact amplitude
amplification [16] algorithms.
Finally we point out that having a constant-distance approximation of the stationary distribution is
effectively all we need. Given an approximation constantly far from π∣ 〉, an arbitrarily good approximation of
distance ϵ can be achieved in timeO (1 log(1 ))δ ϵ× , by again running phase estimation (iteratively) ofW(P)
on the approximate state, and this timemeasuring the phase-containing register. This π∣ 〉-projective
measurement is described inmore detail in [18], and it follows from theorem 6 in [9] .
We have previously used this idea in [18] to achievemore efficientmixings in the context of slowly evolving
sequences ofMCs, where the initial states were either basis states, or a state encoding the uniformdistribution.
In this work, wewill take this idea significantly further, by intrinsic properties ofmonotonically decaying
distributions. LetΩ be afinite state space, and let ⩽Ω be a total order onΩ. Then a distribution d is
monotonically decaying, relative to the order ⩽Ω, if for its probabilitymass function fdwe have:
x y x y f x f y, , ( ) ( ( ) ( )).d dΩ∈ ⩽ ⇒ ⩾Ω In this workwewill be representing the state space elements with
integers, and the order will be the standard order so a distribution π ismonotonically decaying if
i j i jπ π⩽ ⇒ ⩾ , monotonically increasing if i j i jπ π⩽ ⇒ ⩽ . Finally, a distribution π is strongly unimodal if
there exists a k Ω∈ such that for i j k⩽ ⩽ wehave i jπ π⩽ and for k i j⩽ ⩽ we have i jπ π⩾ .
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3.Main result
The results of the previous section already establish that if we have an (perhaps oracular) access to good
approximations of the targeted stationary distribution, arbitrarily goodmixing by unsearching is efficient. Here,
wewill show that for the case ofmonotonically decaying distributions we can construct good initial states
efficiently, in timeO N(log( )), independently from the shape of the distribution. The approach is outlined as
follows.Wewill define a particular family ofN distributions (ladder distributions), which are the extreme points
of the convex space of decaying distributions. Then, we show that a particular fixed subset containing Nlog( )
ladder distributions, for any decaying distribution π, necessarily contains an element which is atmost
logarithmically far from π. This forms our theorem given below. Following this, we show all distributions in this
log-sized subset are efficiently constructed, and present the overallmixing algorithm.
The key result is the following theorem:
Theorem1. Let N n2 ,n= ∈ be an integer, and let DN N⊆⩾  be the convex space ofmonotonically decaying
distributions over N{1, , }.… Then there exists a set of distributions S DN⊆ ⩾, S n,∣ ∣ = such that for every D ,Nπ ∈ ⩾
there exists Sν ∈ satisfying
D
n
( , ) 1
1
2( 1)
. (8)π ν ⩽ −
+
Proof.Webegin by constructing anN-sized set S { }i i
N
1σ′ = = of ‘ladder’ distributionswhich are extreme points of
the convex space DN
⩾. They are defined as:
i j i
( )
1 if ,
0, otherwise.
(9)i j
⎧⎨⎩σ =
⩽
Any distribution DNπ ∈ ⩾ can be represented as a convex combination of distributions in S′ as follows:
( )ii ( 1) , (10)
i
N
i
i i
1
1
2
1∑π π σ π σ σ= + − −
=
−
as the parentheses above contain the ithKronecker-delta distribution. The expression above can be, by
reshuffling, restated as
i N q( ) , (11)
i
N
i i
i
N
N
i
N
i
i
1
1
1
1
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟∑ ∑π π π σ π σ σ= − + =
=
−
+
=
where, for i N1 ⩽ < q i ( )i i i 1π π= − + and q NN Nπ= . Since the distribution π ismonotonically decaying, we
have that q 0,i ⩾ and it is also easy to see that q 1.i i∑ = In other words, q q( )i i= is a distribution as well. Using
the representation above, we can express the distance between π and Skσ ∈ ′ as follows:
( ) ( )D D q q D, , , , (12)k
i
N
i
i k
i
N
i
i k
1 1
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟∑ ∑π σ σ σ σ σ= ⩽
= =
where the last inequality follows from the strong convexity of the trace distance. The distance between individual
distributions in S′ is easy to express explicitly:
( )D i ki k, 1
min{ , }
max{ , }
. (13)i kσ σ = −
If we define thematrixV V( )ij ij= whereV
i k
i k
min{ , }
max{ , }
ij ≔ , we can express the bound on the trace distance
between π and kσ as:
( )D v q, 1 , (14)k kTπ σ ⩽ −
that is 1minus the standard inner product between the kth columnofV, denoted vk, and the probability vector q
which uniquely specifies π. Next, we focus on the log-sized subset S S⊆ ′ givenwith
S i k n{ 2 , 0, , 1},i kσ= ∣ = = … − and establish a lower bound on v qmin max ( )q k T2k by coarse-graining. This
will then yield an upper bound on the distance between an arbitrary decaying distribution π and the set S.
From the definition of the vectors v2k, k n< it is easy to see that the following holds:
v j( ) 1 2 for all 2 2 . (15)j k k2 1k ⩾ ⩽ ⩽ +
5
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Wecan see thismore generally as, per definition, for v ,l l N 2 2n 1⩽ = − and l j l2⩽ ⩽ wehave that
v
l
j
l
l
( )
2
1 2.l j = ⩾ = Next, we introduce the coarse-graining operator , mapping real vectors over 2n
elements to real vectors over n 1+ elements:
( )q q( ) ˜ with (16)j
j
n
1
1 =
=
+
q q j q q˜ , and for 1, ˜ . (17)j
l
l1 1
2 1
2
j
j
2
1
∑= > =
= +−
−
It is clear that  alsomaps distributions to coarse-grained distributions. By equation (15)we have that
v w k n, for , with (18)2 2k k⩾ <
w j( ) 1 2 if 2 2 ,
0, otherwise,
(19)j
k k
2
1
k
⎧⎨⎩=
⩽ ⩽ +
where the inequality is taken element-wise. The ancillary vectorsw2k just capture the positionswhere the vector
v2khas entries larger or equal to 1/2, setting those to 1/2 and the rest to zero. But then it follows, for
k n0 1⩽ ⩽ − , that
v q w q, (20)T T
2 2k k
⩾
where the inequality is taken element-wise. Next, with kΔ wedenote theKronecker-delta distributionwith unit
support only over the kth element, and the inequalities are element-wise, on the coarse-grained n 1+ element
space. It holds that
( )w q q k1
2
· ( ), for 1 2, and (21)T k20 Δ⩾ ⩽ ⩽
( )w q q k n12 · ( ), for 0 . (22)
T
k2 2k
Δ⩾ < <+
To see thefirst claim, note that w q q q( ) 1 2( ),T
2 1 20
= + whereas q q· ( )1 1Δ = and q q· ( )2 2Δ = . For the
second inequality, note that the left-hand side of the inequality sums up all elements from qwhich lie between
positions 2k and 2k 1+ (border points included), andmultiplies it with 1/2. The right-hand side of the inequality
picks out the k( 2)nd+ element of the coarse-grained distribution q( ), which, by definition, sums the entries
of q between the same boundaries, but not including the lower boundary. Thenwe have that
v q w q qmax max
1
2
max · ( ). (23)
k n
T
k n
T
k n
k
{1, , 1} 2 {1, , 1} 2 {1, , 1}
k k1 1 Δ⩾ ⩾
∈ … + ∈ … + ∈ … +
− −
Then, the targetmin-max expression is also lower bounded by
qmin max
1
2
· ( ), (24)
q k n
k
{1, , 1}
Δ
∈ … +
which is easy to evaluate: q( ) is an arbitrary distribution over n 1+ elements, andwe are free to optimize the
overlap of this distributionwith all Kronecker-delta distributions on the same space. Theminimum is attained
when all the overlaps are the same, sowhen q( ) is uniformover the space of n 1+ elements, andwe have
qmin max 1 2 · ( )q k n k
T
n{1, , 1}
1
2( 1)
Δ =∈ … + + . This also lower bounds our target expression v qmin max ( )q k T2k ,
and proves our claim. □
In the proof abovewe have explicitly constructed the Nlog( )distributions from the set S. They are the
n Nlog ( )2= distributions :k 2
kν σ= , for k n0 1⩽ ⩽ − which have uniform support from the first element up
to element at the (2 )thk position. For them to be useful for the quantummixing algorithm the coherent
encodings of these distributions have to have an efficient construction, which is the case. Start by initializing the
n-qubit register (sufficient for encoding distributions over the N 2n= state-space) in the ‘all-zero’ state. Then,
the kth distribution is achieved by applying theHadamard gate to the last k qubits. This realizes the state
0 ,k n k k( ) ( )ν∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉 ∣ + 〉⊗ − ⊗ which encodes the desired distributions, and the reverse of this process, alongwith
the reflection over the ‘all zero’ state realizes the reflection over kν∣ 〉 efficiently aswell.
A few remarks are in order. First, althoughwe have phrased the result for the case when the state space is a
power of 2, this is without loss of generality—any decaying distribution overN elements is trivially a decaying
distribution over the larger set of Nlog ( )2
⎡⎢ ⎤⎥ elements, wherewe assign zero probability to the tail of the
distribution. The trace distance result remains the same, once the ceiling function is applied to the log term,
hence it yields the same scaling.
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Next, note that theorem 1, alongwith the given simplemethod for preparing the log-sized set of initial states,
already yields an efficient algorithm for the preparation of decaying stationary distributions. To see this, assume
first we knowwhich distribution kν out of Sminimizes the trace distance, bounded by 1 .
N
1
2(log( ) 1)
− + If π∣ 〉 is
the coherent encoding of the target stationary distribution, by the known inequalities between the trace distance
and thefidelity7 we have that:
( )( )N
1
2 log( ) 1
. (25)k
2
2
π ν ⩾
+
But then, by the results of section 2, we can attain the stationary distribution in timeO O˜(1 )δ ×
N(2(log( ) 1))+ O O N˜(1 ) (log( )),δ= × where the soft-O (O˜) part suppresses the logarithmically
contributing factor stemming from the acceptable error term.However, sincewe do not knowwhich
distributionminimizes the distance, the trivial solution is to sequentially run the algorithm for each one. This
yields an overall Nlog( ) factor, yieldingO O N˜(1 ) (log ( ))2δ × as the total complexity.We can do slightly
better by encasing the entire procedure of ‘searching for the correct initial distribution’ in aGrover-like search
algorithm,more precisely, an amplitude amplification prodecure.
To see this is possible, note thatwhether or not a particular distributionwas the correct initial choice can be
heralded—the projectiveπ∣ 〉‐ measurement, for instance, reveals whetherwe succeeded or did not.Moreover,
the ARO(P) operator itself will help realize theGrover oracle, which flips the phase of all states which are not the
target distribution. The overall procedure can then be given as follows:
First, we initialize the system in the state j
j
n
j0
1
I II∑ ψ∣ 〉 ∣ 〉=
−
, where jψ∣ 〉 is the coherent encoding of the jth
distribution from the set S. This has a complexity ofO N(log ( ))2 in the state-space size, but is independent from
δ. Then, in quantumparallel, we run the quantummixing algorithmon register II (with complexity
O O N˜(1 ) (log( )))δ × , followed by one application of theARO(P), followed by an un-mixing (the running of
themixing algorithm in reverse). This will, approximately (and up to a global phase of−1), introduce a relative
phase of−1 at those j∣ 〉 terms, where the searching procedure yielded a success. This constructs the phase-flip
operator.
The remainder is the operatorwhich flips over the state j
j
n
j0
1
I II∑ ψ∣ 〉 ∣ 〉=
−
, which has a cost ofO N(log ( ))2 .
Since at least one distribution, by the correctness of ourmixing algorithm, yields the target distribution, this
extra layer of amplitude amplification needs to be run in a randomized fashion, (since only the lower bound is
known) [16], on the order of Nlog( ) times, until the correct initial distribution is found. The overall
complexity is then given by ( ) ( )O N O N1 log ( ) log ( ) .3 2 5 2δ × + The error factor (multiplying both
additive terms) whichwe have for simplicity omitted, andwhich guarantees that the distance from the target
distribution is within ϵ in the trace distance, is givenwithO N(log(1 ) log log( )).ϵ + The additional
Nlog log( ) term stems from the fact that the ARO(P) operator is appliedO N(log( ))many timeswhich
accumulates errors. However, since the effective total error is given by the union bound, it will suffice to rescale
the target precision to Nlog( ),ϵ ϵ≔ which yields the log log term [9]. In practice, 1 δ tends to dominate
Nlog( ), thuswe have the complexity ( )O N1 log ( )3 2δ × , omitting the logarithmically contributing error
terms.One of the features of our approach is that the actual output of the protocol is a particular coherent
encoding of the target probability distribution. The classical probability distribution can then be recovered by a
measurement of the output state. Having such a quantumoutput is desirable if our protocol is to be embedded
in a larger algorithmwhere the preparation is just an initial step. Examples where this is assumed include hitting
algorithms [9, 10], and algorithmswhich aim at sampling from a (renormalized) part of the distribution
[10, 17].We point out that this property is not a necessary feature of all quantumalgorithms formixing—there
are promising approaches which utilize decoherence to speed upmixing [5], whichmay preclude a coherent
output. The property that the output is a coherent encoding of the target distribution is alsomaintained in
extensions of our protocol, whichwe describe in the next section.
4. Lower bounds and extensions
The approachwe have described in the previous section trivially extends tomonotonically increasing
distributions as well—since the trace distance is invariant under thematching permutations of the elements of
the two distributions, the same proof holds, wherewe use ‘ladder distributions’which are reversed in the order
of the probabilities. However, the approach can be further extended to strongly unimodal distributions, and
7
Note that the total variation distance on the distributions, corresponds to the trace distance of the incoherent encodings of probability
distributions, whereas we are interested in thefidelity of the coherent encodings. However, theUhlmannfidelities of coherent and
incoherent encodings are equal, so the standard bounds do apply.
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beyond, if additional knowledge about the target stationary distribution is assumed. At the end of this section, we
will explain how such extensions can be obtained. Before this, wewill address two natural theoretical questions
which arise fromour approach.
First, in the previous sectionwe have only provided an upper bound of the distance of the set S and an
unknownmonotonically decaying distribution.Apriori, it is not inconceivable that, for the restricted case of
monotonically decaying distributions, itmay be possible that there exists a significantly better choice, with a
better bound—perhaps achieving a constant distance, instead of a Nlog( )dependence. Herewewill show that a
significant improvement of our result is not possible.
Second, in our settingwe have assumed a specific type of prior knowledge of the target stationary
distribution. It is a fair questionwhether such knowledge, alongwith the capacity to prepare particular initial
distributions,may already offer a significant speed up in the case of classicalmixing. If this were the case, our
result should not be considered as a true speed up of classicalmixing. However, we show that the type of
assumptionwe impose for the quantumalgorithmdoes not help in the classical approach.
4.1. Lower bounds
The cornerstone of our result relies on the fact that there exists a Nlog( )-sized set of distributions in DN
⩾, which
has an overlap (fidelity) of no less thanO N(log ( ))2− from any distribution π in DN
⩾. It is a fair questionwhether
the Nlog( )dependence can be dropped altogether, and be replaced by a constant, in the complexity of the
mixing algorithm.
A necessary precondition for this, in the case of our approach, is the following claim:
Claim 1There exists a constant 0 1η⩽ < , and a family of (arbitrary) distributions { }N N( )μ , one for each
state space sizeN, such that for every N ,∈  and for every DNπ ∈ ⩾ wehave that D ( , )N( )μ π η⩽ .
If claim 1were to be true, and if the coherent encodings of distributions N( )μ were efficiently constructable
(say in timeO N(polylog( ))), then this would constitute a significant improvement over our result. To get a bit
of intuition, consider a generalization of claim 1, where kπ are arbitrary distributions. In this case the claim
clearly does not hold. Consider any family { }N N( )μ . Then for N ,∈  let min ( )j N jmin ( )μ μ= be the smallest
probability occurring in N( )ν , and let j argmin ( )j N jmin ( )μ= be the position of the smallest probability. Thenwe
can choose π to be theKronecker delta distribution at position jminwhich yields the distance
N1 1 1 ,minμ− ⩾ − which converges to 1with the state space sizeN. In the case when π is in DN⩾, and the proof
is a bitmore involved, andwe provide it next.
Note that claim 1 implies that eachmember of the family { }N
N
( )μ is, specially, within 1η < distance from all
the ladder distributions ,kσ for allN. Thus, to negate claim 1, it will suffice to show that this is not possible. In the
following, wewill, for convenience, use not the trace distance, but rather overlaps (square-roots offidelities)
between the coherent encodings of distributions. Then, wewill show that optimal states N( )μ∣ 〉 (thosewhich now
maximize the overlapswith all the corresponding ladder distribution states), have an overlapwith the ladder
distribution states which decays withN. By the standard inequalities connecting fidelities and trace distances, the
negation of claim 1 follows.
Consider anN-dimensional setting, and let { }k
k
N
1
σ∣ 〉
=
be the set of coherent encodings of the ladder
distributions, so i .k
k i
k1
1σ∣ 〉 = ∑ ∣ 〉= Let μ∣ 〉be any pure quantum state whichmaximizes all the overlaps, thus
attains theminimal overlap of o max min .k kmin σ μ= ∣〈 ∣ 〉∣μ∣ 〉
Wefirst show that such a state, necessarily, attains the same overlapwith all the ladder distribution states. To
see this,first note that the vectors { }kσ∣ 〉 form a (non-orthogonal) basis of ,N hence they are linearly
independent. Then, to each vector kσ∣ 〉, we can associate a normalized reciprocal vector rkσ∣ 〉 [19], which is
orthogonal to all other ladder distribution vectors, so 0,r
k kσ σ〈 ∣ 〉 =′ whenever k k ,= ′ and 0rk k kσ σ γ〈 ∣ 〉 = = .
Next, let ok kσ μ= ∣〈 ∣ 〉∣denote the overlap between the state μ∣ 〉 and the kth ladder distribution state.
Suppose that not all overlaps are equal. Then there exist a largest overlap (which need not be unique), and k be
the index corresponding to one such overlap.
We can express μ∣ 〉 as
, (26)r
k
r
kμ α σ β σ= + ⊥
where r
kσ∣ 〉⊥ is a vector in the subspace orthogonal to rkσ∣ 〉. Since rkσ∣ 〉 is orthogonal to all other ladder states, we
have that
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o k k, for . (27)k k r
k kμ σ β σ σ= = ′ =′ ′ ′
⊥
Now, consider a parametrizedmodification of the state μ∣ 〉, denoted x( ) ,μ∣ 〉 x [1 2, 1]∈ which, as x increases,
increases the absolute value of ,β at the expense of the absolute value of theα term:
x x x( ) (1 ) , (28)r
k
r
k⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠μ α σ β σ= − +
⊥
where is the normalization factor x x( (1 ) ) .2 2 2 2 1 2 α β= ∣ ∣ − + ∣ ∣ − It is clear from equation (27) that
increasing x continuously increases the overlaps of x( )μ∣ 〉with all the ladder states, except perhapswith the kth
ladder state. Regarding the overlapwith the kth state, denoted ok(x), one of three thingsmay happen, all of which
lead to a contractionwith the optimality of the initial state :μ∣ 〉 (a) ok(x)may increase, in which case μ∣ 〉was not
optimal, as we increase all the overlaps; (b) ok(x)may remain unchanged, inwhich case, again, theminimal
overlap is increased; (c) the overlap ok(x)may decrease. However, in the case c, since ok is strictly larger than all
other overlaps, and since any change in ok is continuous in x, by decreasing this overlap by less than the difference
between ok and the second largest overlap (which is not equal to ok) we still increase theminimal overlap. Thus
μ∣ 〉was not optimal, which proves that the optimal choicemust have all overlaps equal.
Suppose now that k
k k
∑μ μ∣ 〉 = ∣ 〉 is an optimal state. Then, all kμ coefficientsmust be real and non-
negative. This holds as the overlapwith any of the ladder states can only increase by placing kμ∣ ∣ instead of ,kμ
since all the coefficients in the ladder states are non-negative reals.
Finally, we explicitly compute the optimal overlaps. Since all the ladder states have real non-negative
coefficients, and since the optimal μ∣ 〉has all real non-negative coefficients, all the inner products between the
ladder states and the state μ are real, non-negative, and coincide with the overlaps ok. Then, we can express the
vector of overlaps o oo [ , , ]N T1= … with the followingmatrix expression:
Mo ,..., , (29)N
T
1
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦μ μ=
where the kth row of the N N× matrixM collects the coefficients of the kth ladder distribution vector. The kth
row ofM is then givenwith k1 [1 ,..., 1 , 0 , 0]
k

… . This is a lower-triangularmatrix whose inverse M 1− is easy
to give explicitly. The kth diagonal element of M 1− is givenwith k , the lower sub-diagonal is givenwith
M k( ) 1k k1 , 1 = − −− − (for k 1> ), and the other entries are zero.Next, note that since all the overlaps are
equal, the vector of overlaps is proportional to the ‘all ones’ vector, thus o [1, , 1] ,Tω= … for [0, 1]ω ∈ . Thus
we have
M [1, , 1] [ , , ] . (30)T N
T1
1ω μ μ… = …−
The right-hand side of the expression above is a normalized vector in the Euclidean norm (since it is a quantum
state), so ,ω which equals the optimal overlap, is equal to the inverse of the Euclidean normof the vector
M [1, , 1]T1 …− . By computing this norm,we obtain that
( )k k1 ( ) 1 . (31)
k
N
2
1
2∑ω = − −
=
Tofind an upper bound on ,ω weneed to lower bound the sumon the right-hand side above. It is easy to see that
( )( )k k k k1 1 1,− − + − = so ( ) ( )k k k k1 1 1 .2 2− − = + − Thenwe have
k k k k k k k
H1 ( )
1
2 2 ( 1) 1
1
2 2 1
1
4 1
1 4
1
1 4 , (32)
k
N
k
N
k
N
k
N
N
2
1 1
2
1 1
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ω =
+ − +
⩾
+ +
=
+
⩾ =
= = = =
whereHN denotes theNth harmonic number. Thuswe have:
H
N4
1
4 log ( ), (33)
N
2 1ω ⩽ ⩽ −
where the last inequality holds as H Nlog( )N ⩾ . By the standard inequalities between fidelities and trace
distances, this is in contradictionwith claim 1 as the optimal trace distance (and fidelity) then converges to zero
in the state space sizeNwith a logarithmic rate. This also shows that our protocol is near-optimal.
4.2. Classicalmixing for decaying distributions
The results of section 2 show that, in the case of quantummixing through un-searching, the overallmixing time
strongly depends on the initial state—themixing time is proportional to the inverse of the square-root of the
fidelity between the initial state and the targeted stationary distribution state. A similar statement holds whenwe
consider the trace distances between the initial distribution (encoded by the quantum state) and the stationary
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distribution. This is clear as the trace distance (of classical distributions), andfidelity (of their coherent
encodings) are tightly connected.Moreover, this dependence of themixing time on the distance between the
initial and target state is robust—regardless of what particular initial state we pick, themixing time just depends
on the distance.
In the classical case, intuitively it is also clear that starting from a distribution close to the target distribution,
must speed upmixing. As an extreme example, if wewish to achievemixingwithin ϵ, andwe are given an initial
state which is alreadywithin ϵ from the target, themixing time (in the sense of the number of required
applications of thewalk operator) is zero. Is the improvement as robust in the classical case, as it is in the
quantum scenario?Here we show that in the classical case it is not, and being close to the target distribution helps
justmoderately. To show this wefirst clarify a fact about classicalmixing times, the definition of whichwe repeat
for the benefit of the reader. Themixing time ( ),τ ϵ within error ϵ, forMC P,with a stationary distribution π is
defined as:
{ }t D P( ) min ( , ) , , (34)tτ ϵ σ π ϵ σ= ⩽ ∀
where D ( , )π σ denotes the total variation distance on distributions ,π σ : D ( , ) 1 2
j j j
∑π σ π σ= ∣ − ∣. The
mixing time definition requires the state Ptσ to be ϵ close to π for all initial states σ, that is, it looks for theworst
case initial σ. By convexity, and the triangle inequality, theworst case initial state σwill be a Kronecker-delta
distributionwith totalmass at some state space element.
We can introduce an analogousmixing time quantity, relativemixing, which extends the standardmixing
time in that the initial state is guaranteed to bewithin η from the target state:
{ }t D P s t D( ) min ( , ) , . . ( , ) . (35)tτ ϵ σ π ϵ σ σ π η= ⩽ ∀ ⩽η
Now, supposewe are given aMCP, andwewish to evaluate a bound on ( )τ ϵη for thisMC. In order to capture
robust properties, the definition above asks for theworst case as well (as the distance requirementmust hold for
all s t D. . ( , )σ σ π η⩽ ), so to bound the relativemixing times, we can construct the following distribution :ρ
(1 ) , (36)worseρ η π ησ= − +
wherewe choose worseσ to be theworst-case initial state for theMCP if wewish tomix it within ϵ η. Thenwe
have:
1
2
(1 )
1
2
, (37)worse worseη π ησ π η σ π η∥ − + − ∥ = ∥ − ∥ ⩽
so ρ is within η distance from ,π as required. Now,we are looking for an integer t 0,⩾ such that:
P
1
2
. (38)tρ π ϵ∥ − ∥ ⩽
Thenwe have:
P P P P
1
2
1
2
(1 )
1
2
(1 ) (39)t t t tworse worseρ π η π η σ π η π η σ π∥ − ∥ = ∥ − + − ∥ = ∥ − + − ∥
D P( , ), (40)t worseη σ π=
hence, we require a t such that
D P( , ) . (41)t worseσ π
ϵ
η
⩽
However, since worseσ was chosen to be theworst case state formixingwithin
ϵ
η
, we have that
( ) ( ). (42)τ ϵ τ ϵ η⩾η
Thus the lower bound of the relativemixing time is just the standardmixing time, where ϵ is replacedwith .ϵ η
Thus, we get the following lower bounds for relativemixing:
1
log
1
2( )
( ) ( ). (43)2λ δ ϵ η
τ ϵ η τ ϵ⩽ ⩽ η
It is now clear that relativemixing has the same dependence on1 δ, hence the improvement is onlymarginal. To
make a fair comparison to the quantummixing case we have shown,we can set 1 2η = (for our algorithm, the
trace distance is always larger than this), and see that the lower bound for classicalmixing is lower bounded by
O (1 log(1 (4 ))),δ ϵ which is essentially the same scaling as for standardmixing time.
For completeness, we point out that prior works have asked a related question, observing that themixing
time is an essentially robust quantity, independent from the setting (that is, inwhat context) themixing is
applied.We refer the reader to [20] for a collection of such results.
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4.3. Extensions
While themain theoremwehave used in our approach assumesmonotonic (decaying or increasing)
distributions, this can be easily extended further. For instance, assume that we know that π, the target
distribution over N 2n= elements only decays to some element k, its behavior is unknown from that point on,
and the total support up to element k is p
i
k
i1
∑ π= = . Consider for themoment the truncated distribution ˜,π
obtained by setting all probabilities after k to zero and re-normalizing (bymultiplyingwith p1 .) By theorem 1,
we know that there exist an efficiently constructable log-sized set S of ‘ladder’ distributions over N , such that for
at least one of them, σ, it holds that D n( , ˜) 1 ( 1) 2.1σ π ⩽ − + − But thenwe have, by the triangle inequality,
homogeneity of the trace norm, and the fact that themaximal distance is unity, that:
D pD p
p
n
( , ) ( , ˜) (1 ) 1
2( 1)
. (44)σ π σ π⩽ + − = −
+
This implies that the total complexity of themixing algorithmwehave described, applied to this settingwill be
multiplicatively increased by p 1− . Note that the same reasoningwill hold in themirrored case, wherewe know
that π is increasing from some element k,with corresponding support of p.
This simple observation already allows us to efficiently prepare target distributionswhose probabilitymass
functions are convex (decaying to some element, and increasing from that element). To see this note that either
themass of the distribution prior itsminimum, or after,must be above or equal to 1 2. Thus, we can simply run
the algorithm assuming both optionswhich then yields just a constantmultiplicative overhead of 4 (two runs
(1 2) 1× − ).
Another extension of this observation is the case where relative to a knownorder, the distribution is, for a
known contiguous subset (say, from element indexedwith k to element indexedwith k l+ , including all in
between) of the state space elements (with total weight p), decaying or increasing.
In this case aswell, themixing time only suffers a p1 pre-factor. In particular, this implies that distributions
which are strictly unimodal (meaning increasing to some element, and decreasing from that element) can also be
efficiently prepared, provided themode k is known. To seewhy this holds, note that in the strictly unimodal case,
the totalmass of the probability distribution either up to the kth element, or after,must be above 1 2. Then, the
ladder distributions need to be constructed only up to the kth element, which again can be donewith Npolylog( )
overhead. Unfortunately, for this case, the knowledge of the position of themode k is neccessary—the
Kronecker-delta distribution is also unimodal. For our approachm the capacity to efficientlymix to (a
distribution arbitrarily close to) an arbitrary Kronecker-delta distributionwould immediately imply efficient
mixing for all distributions. This is beyondwhat we can claim.
5.Discussion
In this work, we have addressed the problemof attaining stationary distributions ofMCs using a quantum
approach.We have built on observations, originallymade by Richter andChilds, that quantum hitting
algorithms run in reverse can serve asmixing algorithms. These observations initially received little attention due
to their apparent inefficiency—an a priori square-root scaling with the system sizeN.We have shown, in
contrast, that in the cases when it is known beforehand that the target distribution is decaying relative to a known
order on the state space, the dependency on the system size is only Nlog ( )3 2 .We have also shown the essential
optimality of this bound for our approach. In particular, an explicit dependence on the system size is
unavoidable and logarithmic. Following this, we have shownhowour approach easily extends to amuchwider
class of distributions, including concave distributions, but also strictly unimodal distributions, where the
position of themode is known.Unfortunately, such assumptions are often not satisfied inmany physics-
inspired applications which requiremixing ofMCs. For instance, in statistical physics, themode is often the
quantity explicitly sought, when the distribution is known to be unimodal. In other uses, e.g. the computation of
a permanent of thematrix, the underlying state space is not simply characterized at all, and knowing the order
would already imply the solution to the problem.
Nonetheless, other applications involvingMCmixing, such as artificial intelligence [17] and applications
relying on bayesian inference (which often rely onMCMC)may havemore instances where our approachmay
yield a genuine quantum speed-up.Moreover, the quantumalgorithmwehave provided realizes a coherent
encoding of the stationary distribution, which can be used as a fully quantum subroutine, for instance in the
preparation of initial states in e.g. hitting algorithms [9, 10].
Another possibility includes settings where the shape (andmode) of the target distribution is known (say
Gaussian) andwe are interested in learning highermoments of the distribution bymixing and sampling. For
instance, all correlations ofGaussian states in quantumoptics are captured by the secondmoments, whereas the
mode andmean coincide, and reveal nothing about correlations.We leave the applications of our results for
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futurework. From amore theoretical point of view, the results of this work highlight another difference between
classical and quantummixing, in particular, the approaches which rely on reversing hitting algorithms. In the
classicalmixing case, the choice of the initial state does not substantially contribute to the overallmixing
efficiency. In contrast, in the quantum case, improvements in the choice of the initial state can, as we have
shown, radically alter the overall performance.
While the conjecture that quantum approaches tomixing can yield a generic quadratic speed-up in all cases
remains open, our approach extends the class ofMCs forwhich such a speed up is possible. Notably, unlike in
other studied cases where speed up has been shown, our assumptions lay only on the structure of the stationary
distribution and the state space of theMC, rather directly on the structure (underlying digraph) of theMC itself.
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